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P=/=NP M-P proof is by computer-"science"/SEANCE(!!!)(C-
S) computational-"intelligence" lingo jargonial-obfuscation(J-O) 
Natural-Intelligence(N-I)disambiguation! C-S P=(?)=NP MEANS 
(Deterministic).(P-C)=(?)=(NON-D).(P-C)=(NP). C-S P=(?)=NP 
MEANS (Deterministic). (P-C)=(?)=(Non-D).(P-C) i.e. D.(P)=(?)= 
N.(P). For inclusion(equality) vs. exclusion(inequality), 
irrelevant(P)simply cancels!(Equally any other CC IF both sides 
identical). Crucial question left(D)=(?)=(N-D), i.e. D =(?)= N. 
Algorithmics: Deterministic (D) serial vs. Non-deterministic (N) 
NON-serial, branch fork forms a triangle, its vertices a plane. 
Menger Dimension-Theory: Dimensionality: D serial is one-
dimensional, dim(D) = 1 (definition), versus N non-serial is > one-
dimensional, dim(N) = 2(branching; fork; triangle;plane)+ 
E(probabilistic)> 2 [Sipser [Intro. to Thy. of Comp., PWS Pub. 
Co.(1997)-p. 49; Fig. 1.15!!!]]. Hence(Euclid[-300 BCE])by simple 
formative geometry, dim(D) = 1 =/= dim(N) = 
2(branching)+E(probabilistic) > 2, Left-to-Right INclusion 
VERSUS Right-to-Left EXclusion. Hence TRIVIALLY P =/= NP!!! 
QED, i.e. D =/= N, i.e. dim(D)= 1 =/= dim(N) = 2(branching)+ 
E(probabilistic)> 2 by 1st millennium BCE, before "CS" J-O of 
CC!!! Harder proofs, but still amenable to FUZZYICS C-S J-O 
analysis, are any combinations with DIS-similar CCs, especially 
LHS combining D with low CC and/or RHS combining N with high 
CC![Optional Alternate Hint: (Leading to more 
"Fuzzyics"="Categoryics: Category-theory + Dimension-theory 
tabular list-format ("truth-table") analysis/analyses) to 
solve/answer by inspection many more/other (so mis-called) 
"Computational"-"Algorithmic"-(So mis-called) "Complexity" 

questions:solved/"proved"/answered above: P =(?)= NP: 
"VERSUS": 

"VERSUS"/ = EXP =(?)= N EXP "VERSUS"/ = LOG =(?)= N 
LOG "VERSUS"/ = EXP "...." N EXP "VERSUS"/ = LOG = "..." 
N LOG VERSUS MUCH HARDER, {but still amenable to 
"FUZZYICS"="CATEGORYICS": Category-theory + Dimension-
theory tabular list-format ("truth-table")analysis matrix-analytics} 
CROSS-MIXTURES: P =(?)= N EXP, P =(?)= N LOG,EXP =(?)=N 
P, LOG=(?)=N P, EXP=(?)=N LOG, LOG=(?)=N EXP,...; also 
amenable to "FUZZYICS"="CATEGORYICS": Category-theory + 
Dimension-theory tabular list-format ("truth-table") analysis 
matrix-analytics!!!, but "a bit" harder!!!] 

Euclid, Elements, Geometry, Menger, Dimension-Theory, 
Dimensionality, NATURAL-Intelligence, TRUMPS, Artificial-
Intelligence, Computational-Intelligence 

 

COMPLETE GEOMETRY EUCLID  PROOF THAT            

P =/= NP 

P=/=NP Millennium-Problem proof is by computer 
"science"/seance(!!!)(C-S) computational-"intelligence" lingo 

jargonial-obfuscation(J-O) Natural-Intelligence(N-I) 
disambiguation!!!  

Computer-"Science"/Seance(!!!)  
P=(?)=NP MEANS  



(Deterministic).(P-C)=(?)=(NON-Deterministic).(P-C)=(NP). 
C-S  P=(?)=NP  
MEANS  
(Deterministic). (P-C)=(?)=(Non-D).(P-C) 
i.e.  
D.(P)=(?)=N.(P).  
   For inclusion(equality) vs. exclusion(inequality), irrelevant 
(P) simply cancels out!!!  
(“Look Ma, absolutely NO computational-complexity,…, 
absolutely NO computational-anything!!!) 
(Equally any other algorithmic computational-complexity IF 

both sides identical). 
 Crucial question left is: (D)=(?)=(N-D), i.e. D =(?)= N. 

Algorithmics:  
Deterministic (D) serial vs. Non-deterministic (N) NON-serial, 

branch fork forms a triangle, its vertices a plane.  
Menger[1] Dimension-Theory:  

Dimensionality:  
D serial is one-dimensional, dim(D) = 1 (definition),  

versus  
N non-serial is > one-dimensional, dim(N) = 2(branching; 

fork; triangle;plane)+ E(probabilistic)> 2  
[Menger[1], Sipser[2]; Siegel[3],[4],[6]].  

Hence (Euclid[0], Siegel[5]) by simple formative  
Euclidean-geometry,  

dim(D) = 1 ≠ dim(N) = [2(branching) + E(probabilistic)] > 2, 
Left-to-Right INclusion VERSUS Right-to Left EXclusion.  
A line fits into a plane but/versus a plane does NOT fit into a 
line!!! [5] 

Hence TRIVIALLY P =/= NP!!! 
 QED!!!,  

i.e.  
D ≠ N, i.e. dim(D) = 1 ≠ dim(N) = 2(branching)+ 
E(probabilistic) >  2 

 by 3rd millennium BCE[0],  
long before "computer"science"/seance(!!!) jargonial-
obfuscation(J-O) of algorithmic computational-
complexity(CC)!!!  

Harder proofs, but still amenable to FUZZYICS  
C-S J-O disambiguation analysis, are any combinations with 
DIS-similar CCs, especially LHS combining D with low CC 

and/or RHS combining N with high CC!!! 
 [Optional Alternate Hint: (Leading to more  

"Fuzzyics"="Categoryics:  
Category-theory + Dimension-theory tabular list-format  

("truth-table") analysis/analyses matrix-analytics)  
to solve/answer by inspection many more/other (so mis-called) 
"Computational"-"Algorithmic"-(So mis-called) "Complexity" 

questions: solved/"proved"/answered above: P =(?)= NP:  

"VERSUS":  
"VERSUS"/ = EXP =(?)= N EXP  
"VERSUS"/ = LOG =(?)= N LOG  
"VERSUS"/ = EXP "...." N EXP  

   "VERSUS"/ = LOG = "..." N LOG  
VERSUS  

MUCH HARDER, {but still amenable to  
"FUZZYICS"="CATEGORYICS" COGNITION:  

Category-theory + Dimension-theory tabular list-format 
("truth-table") analysis matrix-analytics}.  

Computational-Complexity CROSS-MIXTURES:  
P =(?)= N EXP,  
P =(?)= N LOG,  

                                EXP =(?)=N P,  
                                LOG =(?)= N P,  
                                EXP =(?)= N LOG,  
                                 LOG=(?)=NEXP,...;  
are also amenable to "FUZZYICS"="CATEGORYICS": 
Category-theory+Dimension-theory tabular list-format ("truth-
table") analysis matrix-analytics!!!, but "a bit" harder!!!]  
 

                               Possible(?)  Caveat 

 

If the “=” sign in P=(?)=NP question, P“=”(?)“=”NP is indeed 
a two-way inclusion true-equality                                            

[the C-C experts:                                                                         
Rabin[7], Valiant[8], Micali]9], Goldwasser[10], Aronson[11], 
Lloyd[12], Shor[13], Sipser[14] uniform opinions] 

NPPandNPP                  

i.e. P UNION NP ≠ 0,   ≡  0NPP                 
for complete Euler-Venn diagram overlap                            
then P ≠ NP trivially proven!!!                                                                     
(as above, by geometry: Euclid, Demosthenes; Menger; 
Siegel) 

But in the unlikely event that if the “=” sign in P=(?)=NP 
question, P“=”(?)“=”NP is only a one-way inclusion, then  

PNPversusNPP               

i.e. only P INTERSECTION NP  ≡  P ∩ NP  ≠  0               
BUT  P UNION NP = 0,  ≡  P NP 0NPP  ,  

For only partial incomplete Euler-Venn diagram overlap,                            
then oppositely P = NP!!!                                                          
(vs. above, by geometry: Euclid, Demosthenes; Menger; 
Siegel) 

 



                              Appendix 

Siegel’s Fermat’s Last-Theorem Proof via Dimension-Theory 
(much harder then, but inspiring P ≠ NP trivial proof herein!!!)  

Physics’ Simple 4-Step “Plane”-Geometry Dimension-Theory 
Proof of Fermat’s Last Theorem (FLT)                                    
via Natural-Intelligence                                                              
(aka using one’s noodle/common-sense)                                         
Noether’s-Theorem(NT) /Fermat’s-Principle (FP) of Least-
Action Translational/Momentum(?)/Scale(???)-Invariance        
Integers Symmetry-Breaking/ Non-Conservation Versus 
Fractions/Decimals Symmetry-Restoring VIA Classic Greek 
Ancient Aristotle “Square-of-Opposition” Deduction 
[Done IN 15 Minutes AT C.C.N.Y./C.U.N.Y. on Differential-
Geometry Final in 1964:                                                    
1964(Siegel) < << 1994(Wiles);                                          
1994 - 1964 = 30 Years = 3 Decades!!! 

                                          OUTLINE  

Wiles’ ostensibly pure-mathematics Fermat’s last theorem 
(FLT) contorted-proof precludes simplicity! Yet simplifying 
“physics”(?) subtly lurks therein(“intrinsic-‘blending’”!)!!! 
FLT: prove no (any-n>2, any-integer-x,y,z) solutions can exist 
(vs. Pythagorean-Theorem (PT) solutions at n = 2 for any-
x,y,z, and/or FLT at n > 2 and any-non-integer-x,y,z). PT: for 
(n = 2, any-x,y,z) right-triangle prototype. 
Short succinct physicists’ proof: 
 (1.) 2 assumptions: 
 (a) triangle indivisible “atoms” are (3)-edges (intersecting in 
(3)-vertices); 
 (b) all (3)-edges must be maximally used-up between (3)-
vertices (no edge-to-vertex: undershoot “gaps”/deficits nor 
overshoot/dangling segments waving-“flags” allowed!). 
 (2.) Triangle’s (3)-vertices determine a plane!                     
PT exponent (n =D = 2) is its planar-dimensionality D!: 
PT is really:  xdimension = 2  + ydimension = 2 = zdimension = 2 !!! 
 (3.) FLT proof: 
 Either: 
 (i) try but fail to understand Wiles-Ribet-…proof for all 
eternity,                                                                                     
vor 
 (ii) by above dimensionality-insight Dimension-theory 
[Menger[1]] show FLT INequality by definition can have no 
possible solutions for any-(n D > 2) and any-integer-x,y,z: . 
 Via (4.) CCNY physicists’ end-run insight, (ii) is Absolutely 
Trivial!!! 
 (5.) Heuristically: PT right-triangle (thumb, forefinger, 
other-hand forefinger) embedded in (nD=2)-plane, two 
assumptions (a),(b) dictate its higher-dimensionality FLT 
extension/un-projection must break plane-triangle only at a 
vertex (rotate other-hand’s forefinger upward to some angle 
for some(n=D>2)). For this “’sundial’ on PT-plane” all-
possible back-projections (n =D > 2 to n =D = 2) (except 
only one trivial exact back-projection-reversing measure-zero 
set), form non-triangles broken at a would-be vertex, either 

“gap” or “flag”, both forbidden! 
 (6.) FLT crucial x,y,z = all-integers-only condition is 
“physics” subtlety: for any non-integer-x,y,z, “gap”/“flag”, 
repair by incrementally/fractionally telescoping/extending 
edge-length is translational-(or scale?)-invariance symmetry-
restoring, hence solutions exist (non-FLT “=”). 
 Versus for any-x,y,z  Z “gaps”/”flags” cannot be so healed; 
FLT (“”) INequality! 
No solutions can possibly exist! QED FIN.                            
I.e. Importantly/more directly: Noether’s-theorem (NT): 
(non-Z) translational-(or scale???)-invariance continuous-
symmetry-restoring conservation-law/convergence 
versus 
(Z) translational-invariance continuous-symmetry-breaking 
non-conservation-law/divergence directly proves FLT since 
two INequalities IDENTICAL: (“”)_(NT) = (“”)_(FLT)!!! 
Earliest(?) NT was Fermat’s:                                                  
(FP): (“”)_(FP)  (“”)_(NT) = (“”)_(FLT)!!!               
QED!!! FIN!!! 
In then-unified “Natural Philosophy” (physics = mathematics), 
why should Fermat repeat his very own “physics” FP to prove 
his own “mathematics” FLT when their identical “ ”’s make 
them an identity? Hence no “proof” needed in his margin!!! 
What possibly can momentum-energy 4-vector , the formal 
Noether-4-current Dichotomy: conservation versus non-
conservation, have to do with ostensibly “pure”-
“mathematics” proof of Fermat’s last-theorem via Fermat’s-
principle of least-action? Simply, for momentum 3-vector 
(alone) conservation, the 3-vectors must form a closed-
triangle, versus for momentum non-conservation, the would-
be momentum-conservation triangle is broken open into a non-
triangle with gaps and/or flags. Then its 3-divergence obeys 
Dichotomy: zero versus non-zero, i. e. 0 versus non-0.         
But as well, its energy fourth-component time-derivative 
obeys Dichotomy: zero versus non-zero, i. e. (i. e. energy can 
and does not “leak out” of “system” as time evolves), versus 
(i. e. energy can and does “leak out” of “system” as time 
evolves). Taken all together the Noether’s-theorem Dichotomy 
is: energy-momentum 4-vector conservation versus non-
conservation, i. e. 0 versus non-0. 
Superset Shimura-Taniyam-Weil once-conjecture now 
theorem-with-proof may so simplify via “physics” so 
succinctly, if ab initio functionally-illiterate in mathematics 
non-conocce mere physicists could only understand even its 
statement! 
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